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INTENTION, INTEAACTION',IANDLANGUAGE DEVELOPMENT IN

BLIND AND VISUALLY IMPAIRED 'DEVELOPMENTALLY

DELAYED YOUNG CHILDREN

".

Recognition of the importance of learning in !the early

months and years'of life-has given impetus to the development
/

of'interVention programs far handi capped children. The goals

of these ,programs have generally been, to stimulate and

enhance" the ability of handicapped children to interact with

and act upon their yorld. The goals of these programs are

deeply'influenced by the kinds of theoretical frameworks

within which they are conceived., But theories of.develbp-

ment atkitconflicting and the literature is filled with

11.differing andcontroversial points of view. QuestiOlIs

remain about

and how it is t

-diNTerent kinds

. In, additibn

type of Sensory stimUlation.tobeLOffered

be presented. , The relative importance of--

of sensory experience needs to be clarified.

impact"of sensoriilmpirment is not well

understood, nor the various effects of bra/in damage upon'

the processing of sensory hre is a great

need for research tq, clarify. these issues. Longitudinal

studies of .handicapped children in Xnt4.vention programs

4161p to clarills relativ importance of ceKtain types

social interactions and sensory experiences. and provide



,

dee'per understanding of the :processeir of mental and social

daVonmelent. longitudinal studies of': handicapped children',7

+r.',,,irityention,s than' studies which compare handicapped with

normally del;elopirig oh ildren.f . This is especially, ttue of
blind children who do not, have the visual input available
to them and ,must develop :alternate. means of understan ing

their world.. This paPer will ire'sept the findings of such

.4ffer more profound and meaningful bases for educational

a study..

RELATED RESEARCH

Communication is pUrpos iv.e goal-dkrected

Intentionality is considered to' be the basis of .both language,
and cognition in the infant years (Trevakthen, 1971s.

'Br'uner, 1 975: Coggins 'and Sandall 1 983: "Bats- et a1:.,; 1.91
4

A

behavior.,

r

,'Piaget, 1962: Shapiro, 1981)

Intentionality is an expression of the child's under-
vtanding that he can sict upon the 1,vorl.d; and lifidect the

f h is life.' The relationship between knowing that . one is-

events

capable. Of directed ,action .and. that' actions' bring rexults
considered by ,Piaget '''(.1.962) to be the hallmark of sensory/

motor 'learning. Instrument

'tnent.s.1 dev optnent and lelad to an Understanding of, means-ends

"are expressioias of

a 0,relationships Intenitiona.1 actiof implies recognition of

gt.
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persons and events, and''the.relatiOnships between them.'/. it
is the recognition of those, relationships which kindle;
interest in making particular events recur. "Poi* milli.

such ;recognition can kindle an Interest not previously.

there' (present): and thus create ,the' beginningsof, self-
dIrectednese" (Shapiro, : 1981, p0.2 ). The capacity to

., .. .

use action as a means to, something else 'depends,. Upon. means
. ,

and goal becoming distinct from one iother "sd that the goal
can be anticipated. shapjfOe 0007:.

AlOoh of the researchirkearly language deVelopriient.is
. ..

based Upon the .aesumption that tid.th languag and ,.non -language:';
,. .

,
aspects of cOgnitiOn effierge the sarife poi t in development .

For ',example, 'Bates (1977 ) piedicted/ that bo h -gestural 'and

'gerbil...communication. is employed, as, ta VA.' by in'iante at ,th
1 4

-sem* time as they exhibit tool Use with iphysical objects:
Moore and Meltiqf (1969). noted tha*-, infants treat' language

.as an object of tHought' /before tlibecoMee; an instrument of

thought. -Piaget (1962) 'considered the Precursors' of language
4' , ,

development to, be emitation, object permanence and :internal
representation. Ba'ted (1977) argues, that tkeNse of, Objectd. "'

as to is "aild an Understanding of means-egids 'telatioris are

pieltre4uisite4s to 'developing a linguistid `-means for exprgies,ing
functional intentions.

" .
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The importance of'Inientionality. in shaping the infant's
,

..

.

communicative and language' behavior has been well established

(Bruner; 1975; Trevarthen, 1975;.

Bates, 1977; .Moo e and

'Meltzoff, i969-intentionality-imPlies,a cOnscips ess a,!----

,
.

recognition that action is related to 'events Commu icative

intent Implies a relation between what_ he .chilifdoes and. the

event that precedes or follows it. Trevarthen (1275) regards

the interpersonal, transactions of parent and 'child as! the;

.essential ingredient of the process by which aWarSTiEMA4
Is 7 1 of

:,evoked; Through the int;rpersonalprOceps, the chge= rns
;44*

°

to act4voluntary control. CommuDication according to('

Trevarthen (1980) is the first' mode ofAntelligentliehavior

The,volution of thoug4 processes in the mild of a' child and

the object percept4ons that are associated with, theril

from experience in interpersonal interactions (Trevarthen,

1975). The earliest intentional behaviors exhibited Y

infants are ttiose which engage adUlt' attention and rjkproca
,/

play,
k

. .Studies of high.-Irksk infants suggest that:eprly i teractl

is somewhat disturbed by slack of eye_contact?and other..

0 . I' ) ,,'
,

type behavior vilkich guide 'mothers in "play"' With their
t:... . e

In4' coMPdrison with ndrmal infant blind, Down671syndrortie and

other failure-to-thri ,babies ispLay more
- s

ass engagi4
:..

,

-0
e
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in less eye contact,

-5-,

initiate fewer interaction sequences

Yocalize for.mpre.prolonged periods (Field, 19,83, p.78). Thew'

disturbed interactions have been correlated with later behavioral

and other'develOpmeiltal anomalies (Field,,1983).

Those blind chif4renwho do not actively, explore their

environments, who\do not seemttoi attend or interact easily with
,

,1

alts seem especially "at ris It AyelopingimOntional
,

1

communication. ndeed, ,one ay,hypothesihe that it is mord\N
.

difficult f blind ch ldren'to develop models of the environment,"

and so Wome More dependent .on interaction with adult to)estaikish
./

efficient strategies for coping,with the environment.

THE PRESENT STUDY.
.

The purpose of the present study was to investigate A
f

role of adult/child interaction in eliciting intentional
4

(goal-directed) and instrumental uses of communicative signals'

in visually impaired ypung childt n. The two children who
-N

'were the subjects of this study wer ).5 montWs and 7smonths of

age at ;the iiinception of the study.

It was. pothesized that child/adult .interaction would

increase)the chira's'awareness of howhis or.her actions

influence adult behavior, leading the cqild to discover

Orategies,of encoding actions and `objects in gestures

and vocalizaiions and-tcothe'diBcovery of language itself
. f

as a-means of interacting wi.411 the woad.

(/
s

4

O
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METHOD'

Meabures- N
Increaseh in awareness were measured by three aspects of

adult/Child interaction during the sessions:

1. Frea4encv of reciProcalintetaction with the adult.

2. child responses to adult'reqUesta.

3. Spontaneous verbalization.

i

Freaupnc.v of reckprocar tnteractiokreflects,the,child'e

increasing awareness of his or her ability to encode intention

and influence the actions of anpther periori. This category

reflects the child's recogrtition ofthe mutuality and reciprocity

" involved in social interaction. An interaction was scored only

if-it initiated an adult response, e.g. engaged the adult in

an activitytor was an imme iate positive response to the adV/t's

-action.

Child responses to adu t verbal requests indicates the

child's cOmprehension of verbal language. A response was

scored only if the child was able to fulfill the request in

its entirety inthe absence of direct cues, e.g. "Put the

blocks back in the box°.
;

Spontaneous verbalization was further divided into four

categories:

a. Co- occurence with action - True words or phrases that

were uttered while engaged in action.' e. "up" while

S



,being picNed "up" or "water" while splashing in water.

Comments - Comments wore scored when the'child named

Aor described an object or action while not'engaW in
ir\

Play with the object or performing the action.

c. Requests Wore scored when the child used

the name of an object, person or,action in order to

request something.

d. Perform\tive Vocalizations -; Performative vocalizations

are sounds that indicate actions and objects, but are

'not true words Included in this category are

onomatopoeic words or protowords such as "wa-wa"

uttered when laS;qhg with. water.

Sublects

Amanda* N
Amanda,-Was 15 months ot age at the inception of the study.

She is now 4 years and 1 month of age. Amanda was"born blind

due'to bilateral anophthalmia,: a condition in which both eyes,

'are absent. A bran' scan and an, EEG taken after birth were

'normal. Amanda had a number of febrile seizures in her first

year and experienced problems in swallowing and ingesting food.

She malkedat 1i years and walked inddpendently at 22 months.

L'otuti""
a

*Names of the subjects have. been changed.
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Amanda lives with a family comprAeod of tw.0,0 or °ikons,

one younger sister, her mother, father arkmaternaljgrandmother.

Chinese is the dominAntAanguage of the home.

Pimp

Nina was born with Down's Syndrome and bilateral cataracts.

She is the youngest of two Children. English is the language of

the home. The cataracts were moved when Nina was five months of

age ankshe was fitted with contact lenees. She has vorn soft
.

plastieIenses since she was eighteen months, of Age and these have

made a great differenCe in helping Nina use her sight... Nina is

quite small and has short arms and legs. She was included in the

'study eight months later than Amanda.

,Procedure

Both children were seen for two hours weekly by a student-

teacher. The weekly two hour sessions were videotaped at four

months intervals. The data to bediscusped were derived from the

videotapes, which were scgred in the categories mentioned by two

raters. Six one-hour tapes were made of Nina and nine were

made of Amanda.. Intertater agreement was 89%.

RESULTS

Amanda

1. Frequency of reciprocal interactions with adult

Over the course of the in'tervention program, Amanda has more
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than doubled the numbpr of reciprocal interactions. She frequently

initiated the interaction by takitig the adult's hands and jumping

up and down dr nwaying,to *Signal that she wanted to play a

Particular rhyming game ouch an "London Bridge"; Amanda.alno

initiated reciprocal intorAdtione by, bringing objects to the

attention of the adult. For example, nhe would bring a inunioal.

casette to the adult to be placed in the tape. deck in order to

begin "dancing" with the adult. Amanda often"otopd her ground"
.0

by changing the 'rhyming game to the one of her choice. She
0

rarely used vocal nignaln.and relied primarily on'poeture and

movement to both indicate hor'choice of game and initiate action

with the adult. She'also freely explored her teacher'scarryall

. to find the object of her choice such as a book or another toy

she knew her teacher had.

. Figure 1 indicates the increase in the frequency of reciprocal

interactions that took place during the sessions.

Insert Figure 1 about here

Amanda gradually increased the number of toys" that were

included in play. When she prayed with her teacher, Amanda's

use of objeCts was more purposeful. than when she played alone.
fm04.4%

.

For example, instead of building with b locks,, he wo4d.bang

them together to hear the 'bounds she could produce.,
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Purposive actions with objecta, ouch an building tit tower with

plastic rings, purponetul exploretion of toys etc. took place

while playing with another parson. Thin wen in marked contrast to

the banging, shaking, or mouthing of toys that were cheracterietio

of her play with objecto when alone.

2, Responneo to Adult= dquesto

Amanda*u rooponnen to adult rnquoutn reflected her growing

comprehenuion of English . By 'the ago of three years, she wan

cOneistently able to follow instructions such as "Turn around",

"place your hands above your head ", "move backwards", "forward",

"side to side" or "stand on tiptoe". Amend, lso knew body parts

such an hips, shoulders. waist, Ankle, knee`~ c..c.. She knew the

names of most

Figure 1-nleo

r toys and other familiar household.iteme,

the increase in her understanding of and

willingnesn to comply with adult requests.*

3. Spontaneous Verbalization

Despite her apparent comprehension of language ( both Chinese.

and English) words were rarely spoken until AmandiAapproached.

her fourth birthday. Indeed there was very little,vocalization

of any type. Tape v6 records her first vocalization. She vocalized
4

"wa wa7 while playing in the water. Her earliest speech consistently

co-occurs with actions. On Tape #8, eleven words Ind phrases were

recorded and Tape #9 recorded 23 words and pOrasesjall in English.

12'
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of the'vords-and,phrasee%used* Amanda co ()emir

actions. For example, she says , ";Up" wro icking something

up, ,or "round" 'while dancing around etc.. has begun t

Ninety percent

with

imitate whole

Amanda

phraSes of., songs and sing with :fier.teacher.

began .td,imitate when she'began tO'fsay words. 'Then,

all of a 'sudden,.: she began-to repeat'entire phrases of songs

and rhymes: her first word was a communicative imitation.

teacher noted: "When I was leaving witp my coat on, she

didn't want me to go. She kept grabbing my coat making a whole

HP1'.

Sure,

bunch'of sounds. Finally I told her I had to go and I said

'Yes, Yes, Yes'. Amanda repeated."Yes" loud and clear'as a bell."'

Amanda's expressive vocabulary in both English and Chinese is

rapidly emerging. Comments are just beginfang to appear.

Performative vocalizations have not been observed during. the

sessions with Amanda.

Nina:

1. Frequency of reciprocal interactions.

The greatest. number of reciprocal/interactions with Nina

f adult ac'tions. Nina uses,imitation fisocc s imitatio

both a way of mmuniCating andof,'acquiring

use of toys. A shatpris-,e in thefrequency of reCiPrOcal',

interactions occurred when Nina was fitted with soft contact

lenses. She was.,18mOnths old at the

is ion td elicit

ofimitation'as a strategy of

skills in the

time. Nina relies primarily

and maintain adult attention. Her diaccval7

learning enabled her to develop



an imitation game of her own. Nina now initiates an action
;

and waitsfoi-the aduit..to imitate her. The. "game" now includes

Arocalizatiom;as well as body. pobture .and actions. For.eximple
her

6h Nina will take

she claps or hands and watches to 'See that her-teacher also claps

her hands. When the, teacher does-not imitat

/. "her teacher's handsand try to push them ...together to clap.

Figure 2 indicates the frequency of'Nina's reciprocal

interactions.

Insert Figure 2 about here

Responses to Adult Requests

As Nina approached 18 months she demonstrated an increased

comprehension of.simple instructions.. On. Tape #5 she is ab,le

to consistently follow the requests of the "Cookie Monsterl" puppet

to "show her tongue", "point to her head", "make a sound" etc.

Nina knows the names of most of her toys, familiar ho sehold'

objects, and body parts. Figure 2 also indicates t e increase

in the number of adult requests to which Nina come led.

. Spohtanepus Verbalization

Nina now has an expressive vocabulary .f about ten single

words. These occur mostly in co7occurrence with actions. She
f

says "Moo" when asked what the cow says oF "Baa" when asked

what the sheep says. She utters 11.:)oo-oo/when something falls

and articulates a drawn-out"aah" to indicate "I like

14



Nina employs a range of performative vocalizations and enjoys

making ,onomatdpaic sounds such as "whooshut."Isthire. "grre.".

General Observations

Words occurred most frequently when both children were

engaged in activity. Amanda made three comments during the

sessions: no comments were recorded for Nina Neither child

has used words to make requests. during the play sessions.

There are a variety of performative vocalizations on Nina's tapes.

It was important for both children to determine what

41.

the adults expected before they were able to .perticipate actively

and spontaneously. As soon as they realiZed that their actions

and responseswere enjoyed and welcomed by the adult both children

bekan to participate actively. Vision appears to facilitate

the use of imitation as a.learning strategy. The frequency of

Nina's interactions reflects the visual contact she was able

to achieve.' In contrast the totally blind child requires

a form of modelling of actions and activities that physically

engage the child.

DISCUSSION

The data are consistent with the hypothesis that reciprocal

interaction with adults,is the vehicle through which children

learn to encode intention in ges ral/vocal signals. Successful

communication develops awareness of the communicative Act and
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the ign-;rpfOrkn relationships.

True words A.re' sign7r4fereritS and emerge as the Child,domPrehends

the relationship bbtween words And thelrMeanfhgs. These data

deJ monstrate the relationshipd*that pertain between,"first words"

and how they seem to be embedded in the.actions to ich'they

4ointadultild interactions instruct: the .child
J/ : ,

A) he or she can a6hieve an: ntended inteht canA)e

` 01Coded in a gestural/Vocalsignal,' and 3)there is a sequence

involverd:in: acts of communication- These sequences operate as

one partner mddifies his or her behavior:to:get the second

partner to conform to a goal. The basis for learning language

may'indeed be, built on the prior establishment of a system

of rules for social' interaction (Bruner, 1975).

Support for this interpretation of these

from studies of non=handicapped children. Bates et al (1975) and-

Bullowa (1979) noted the role of performative vocalizations

in association with joint adult/child recipetcal interactions.

'Vocalization at first tends to accompany hand gestures and

then replaces them in the form of language. Rodgon'(1978)

and Dihoff and Chapman (1977) found that single word speech

ins closely tied to overt, action. Carew, cited by Rodgon (1978)

found that recipMcal act interaction prior to 30 months

of age showed high correlation kith children's Performance on the
4.



StanfordBiOet Intelligence .scale at 30

CONCLUSION.

This study' fpoused on the role of adult/Child AntOraction'

in-providing the visuallyimtaired child, with models of
o

comn1nication. Adult rjes%rises. appear to enhance and ,direr;
o

Se child' s awareness. of,hAms4f or herself as participant
I 3

initiator and 'pa:rtnet in dialogic interchange4ithat

incorporate a wide range of 'activities.' Goal orientedr,
behavior emerges wh'en the child understellds tthlat people.

func'tion, as 'means to a desired goal. .

Human' intelligence develops as an interpersonal process.

Awarenebs and the ability t act with voluntary Control .in the

physical world May .indeed be a produCt,'of .this process.

Thus

* .

aduit/childr play can be a, vehiCle through".whiCh /kJ

the communicative and -cognitiVe aspects Of :Mental growth _

I '

can be enha9ped.!.' It s suggested that Planned intervention
.

programs for Thlirtd: and visually iMpaired young Children'-

will be most beneaCial when strong componentS...4fAdUltichilci P'
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